An algorithm is presented solving the factor problem in trace monoids. Given two traces represented by words, the algorithm determines in linear time whether the rst trace is a factor of the second one. The space used for this task is linear in the length of the rst word. Similar to the Knuth-Morris-Pratt Algorithm for the factor problem on words, the algorithm simulates a nite automaton determined by the rst word on the second word. To develop the algorithm, we examine overlaps of two traces, and show that they form a lattice. Finally we investigate the lattice of extensible trace pairs (which represent still extensible pre xes of a searched factor appearing in some other trace), because of their close relations to the structures used by the algorithm.
Introduction
The pattern matching problem in free monoids is an extensively studied problem in computer science. For two words v; x 2 A it is asked whether there are words u; w 2 A such that x = uvw, i.e., it is asked whether v is a factor of x. There are several linear time algorithms solving the problem. The algorithm which was given by Knuth, Morris, and Pratt 14] has close connections to the theory of nite automata (see 1]): First from the rst word v a so called failure function is computed as a table in time linear to the length of v; after this rst stage the failure function is used to simulate on the second word in linear time a nite automaton accepting the language An extended abstract of this paper appears in 17].
A v A = fuvw j u; w 2 A g. Altogether the time used is linear in the input size, and even does not depend on the size of the alphabet, because the automaton is not constructed explicitly.
In this paper we use a quite similar approach to the factor problem in trace monoids. Trace monoids, also called free partially commutative monoids, have been studied in combinatorics in 3]. In 16] Mazurkiewicz considered them as a suitable mathematical model for concurrent systems. Given a nite set of actions (an alphabet), some of the actions are considered independent (e.g., they may use di erent resources). Because the order of independent actions is irrelevant, one identi es sequences of actions (i.e., words) which can be made equivalent by exchanging adjacent independent actions. This yields an equivalence relation I on those words which is, in fact, a congruence; a congruence class is called trace, consequently the monoid of the congruence classes is called trace monoid. It is determined uniquely by the generating alphabet and the relation I of independent letters. The free monoid is obtained as a special case, when all letters are dependent. Trace monoids have been studied in many publications. Good starting points are 8], 9], and 7].The factor problem in a trace monoid M is to decide for two words, whether the trace l, represented by the rst word, is a factor of the trace t, represented by the second word (where l is called factor of t, when t = pls for some traces p, s). A linear-time algorithm for the problem using space linear in the input size was given in 15]. This space-complexity is not always desirable. So, for example, a control component of a concurrent system may need to recognize certain subsequences in a sequence of actions (modulo independence) without remembering all executed actions. Therefore we consider in this paper an approach more closely related to nite automata. From the rst word v, in a rst stage, several structures are computed in linear time. These structures are used in the second stage to simulate on the second word a nite automaton recognizing the language fx 2 A j x I uvw for some words u; wg which is the set of words representing the traces in M l M = fpls j p; s 2 Mg. The time used for this simulation is linear in the length of the second word such that altogether the algorithm needs linear time. Because of the similarity we consider the presented algorithm as a generalization of the Knuth-Morris-Pratt Algorithm to trace monoids, although there is in general no correspondent to the failure function for traces (cf. 18] for related results). Already in 13] Hashiguchi and Yamada had this approach. However, the algorithm they proposed to solve the factor problem produces an incorrect answer in some cases as we show by an example. The observation of this error was the reason for the investigations presented in this paper. And in fact, one may see our results as a correction of the results of Hashiguchi and Yamada.
The organization of the paper is as follows: We rst introduce basic notions. A representation of traces is obtained by the general embedding theorem using projections. In Section 3 we study the set of pre xes and su xes of some trace. Both sets form lattices with the pre x (resp. su x) orders. We observe that projections are morphisms for those lattices which allows us to deduce easily that the intersection of a set of pre xes with a set of su xes (called overlaps of two traces) still forms a lattice. Using these results, we nally develop a nite automaton recognizing the language of traces containing a given trace l as a su x. In Section 4 we present an algorithm computing the transition function of this automaton which allows us to simulate the automaton in linear time. This simulation solves the su x problem (the algorithm was already given in 13], we obtain an improved time-complexity). In Section 5 we obtain a nite automaton recognizing the traces containing a given trace l as a factor. A linear-time simulation of this automaton solves the factor problem. However, for some trace monoids the simulation presented needs time and space exponential in the alphabet-size. In Section 6 we investigate extensible trace pairs which have close relations to the states reached in the automaton. We show that they form a lattice|an observation which may lead to an improvement of the presented algorithm remaining e cient even when the alphabet is a part of the input.
Although the main purpose of this paper is the investigation of the factor problem, the results obtained for overlaps (cf. 18]) and extensible trace pairs (cf. 13]) are interesting on their own.
Preliminaries
In the following, the basic notions for trace monoids are given. A suitable representation of traces is obtained by the embedding theorem, which allows us to represent a trace uniquely by a tuple of words. We also give some notations on nite automata and a very brief description of some properties of the pattern-matching algorithm of Knuth, Morris, and Pratt. As we use standard notions of 2], we give no introduction to lattice or poset theory, here.
Free Partially Commutative Monoids
Let denote A a nite alphabet, A the free monoid generated by A, and the empty word of A . jAj denotes the number of letters in A. For any word w 2 A , jwj denotes its length. The alphabet of a word w is the set alph(w) = fa 2 A j w = uavg of letters actually appearing in w. By s) can be chosen to be . The set of pre xes (su xes) of t is denoted by Pre(t) (resp. Suf(t)). Levi's Lemma on factorizations of words has the following generalization for traces. For a proof of Proposition 2.1 see 7, Proposition 1. 19] ) with a uniform cost criteria, i.e., space is determined by the number of used registers and time is the number of operations executed. This is a realistic assumption, as in all algorithms of this paper, the number stored in any register is not bigger than the number of registers used by the algorithm. For a xed alphabet A the presented algorithms can even be implemented on a multi-tape Turing machine with the stated time-and space-bounds).
Automata
A (nondeterministic) nite automaton, shortly called automaton, is a tuple A = (Q; A; ; q 0 ; F) consisting of the nite state-set Q, the alphabet A, the transition relation Q A Q, the initial state q 0 2 Q, and the set of nal states F Q. A can be seen as an edge-labeled graph with vertices Q, where (p; a; q) 2 is an edge from p to q labeled a. For 
Pre xes and Su xes
We examine now the set of pre xes and the set of su xes of some trace. For l; t 2 M(A;D), we write l p t (l s t), when l is a pre x (resp. su x) of t. 
Pre x and Su x Lattices
Lemma 3.1 shows that the structures (Pre(l); p ) and (Suf(l); s ) are lattices for any trace l. The statement for the pre x-case can be found in 5], the result for su xes is obtained by symmetry.
Lemma 3.1 Let t; t 0 2 M(A;D) both be pre xes (su xes) of the same trace. Then there are uniquely determined traces x; y; y 0 2 M(A;D) with alph(y) alph(y 0 ) I, t = xy, and t 0 = xy 0 (resp. t = yx, and t 0 = y 0 x). Further, x is the greatest lower bound for t and t 0 in the pre x (resp. su x) order in M(A;D) and xyy 0 (resp. yy 0 x) is the least upper bound for t and t 0 in the pre x (resp. su x) order.
In the following the least upper bound of t and t 0 in the pre x (su x) order is denoted by t t p t 0 (respectively t t s t 0 ), the greatest lower bound by t u p t 0 (respectively tu s t 0 ). We say that tt p t 0 is not de ned, when there is no trace s such that t p s and t 0 p s (similar for t s ).
Because projections are monoid homomorphisms, they are poset morphisms with respect to the pre x and the su x order. Also independence of traces is preserved by projections. We obtain that projections are also morphisms for the lattices of pre xes (resp. su xes): Lemma 3.2 Let t; t 0 2 M(A;D) such that t t p t 0 (resp. t t s t 0 ) is de ned. Let , we obtain that G (x) is the greatest lower bound, and G (x) G (y) G (y 0 ) is the least upper bound of G (t) and G (t 0 ) in the pre x order. Notice t t p t 0 = xyy 0 and t u p t 0 = x. Thus, G (t) t p G (t 0 ) = G (t t p t 0 ), and G (t) u p G (t 0 ) = G (t u p t 0 ). The result for the su x case is obtained analogously. Lemma 3.2 allows us, in combination with Proposition 2.2, to transfer results for the pre x and su x orders in free monoids to trace monoids. See the proof of Lemma 3.3 as an example. In a similar way, one could, for example, show that (Pre(l); t p ; u p ) is a distributive lattice which is a well known fact (see e.g. 18]).
The Lattice of Overlaps
The traces in Pre(l) \Suf(t) are called overlaps of l and t. We show that the pre x and su x order coincides for the overlaps of two traces and that there is a unique maximal overlap denoted by t(Pre(l) \ Suf(t)). The notion of overlap used here is a slight generalization of the same notion in 18]. In 18] sets Pre(x) \ Suf(x) for some trace x were examined and it was shown that such a set forms a lattice. This lattice is equal to (Pre(l) \ Suf(t); p ) when choosing x = t(Pre(l) \ Suf(t)). (r t p s) = ( C (r t p s)) C2C = ( C (r) t p C (s)) C2C ; and (r t s s) = ( C (r t s s)) C2C = ( C (r) t s C (s)) C2C :
Note that for each clique C 2 C both suprema C (r) t p C (s) and C (r) t s C (s) are de ned and thus equal, as C (r); C (s) 2 Pre( C (l)) \Suf( C (t)) is implied by the assumption r; s 2 Pre(l) \ Suf(t). We obtain (r t p s) = (r t s s):
Because is injective, this yields the equality of r t p s and r u s s. To obtain a proof for the in mum case, replace t by u in the formulas above.
Due to Lemma 3.3, we may just write t for the su x (resp. pre x) supremum in sets Pre(l) \Suf(t). We say that x is an overlap of y, and write It is now obvious that Pre(l) \Suf(t) = Pre(l) \Suf(p) = Pre(p) \Suf(p) when p = t(Pre(l) \ Suf(t)). So each overlap of l and t is an overlap of p, and vice versa.
An Automaton Recognizing M(A;D) l
We present now a minimal deterministic automaton recognizing the language M(A;D) l = ft 2 M(A;D) j l s tg. Clearly, l is a su x of t if, and only if, l = t(Pre(l) \ Suf(t)). Examine the extension of t by a letter a: Lemma 3.5 Let a 2 , t; l 2 M(A;D) and p = t(Pre(l) \ Suf (t)). Then t(Pre(l) \ Suf (ta)) = t(Pre(l) \ Suf (pa)): Proof. We show Pre(l) \ Suf(ta) = Pre(l) \ Suf(pa). First let r 2 Pre(l) \ Suf(ta). Either r = r 0 a with r 0 2 Pre(l) \ Suf(t), or r 2 Pre(l) \ Suf(t) and alph(r) fag I. In the rst case, if r = r 0 a, r 0 is an overlap of p, therefore r = r 0 a 2 Suf(pa) \ Pre(l). In the second case, r is an overlap of p. Clearly, r is also su x of pa as r is independent from a. This implies r 2 Suf(pa)\Pre(l). Hence, the inclusion Pre(l)\Suf(ta) Pre(l)\Suf (pa) results. The opposite inclusion Pre(l)\Suf(ta) Pre(l)\Suf(pa) is obvious, since p s t.
By induction we obtain: ?!p 0 if, and only if, p w ?!q a ?!p 0 for some q 2 Pre(l). By the inductive hypothesis, q = t(Pre(l) \ Suf(pt)). By the de nition of l , p 0 = t(Pre(l)\Suf(qa). Using Lemma 3.5 we obtain p 0 = t(Pre(l) \ Suf(pta)).
Because A l is complete this implies that A l is an M(A;D)-automaton. Notice also that a trace t is accepted by A l if, and only if, l = t(Pre(l) \ Suf( t)), which is the case if, and only if, l is a su x of t. It (to see this, let C be a clique-covering. Now for any clique C 2 C, the word C (q) C (s) is a su x of the word C (q) C (r), and the word C (p) C (r) is a su x of the word C (p) C (s) which implies C (s) = C (r)). We obtain p = q.
Let in the following l and A l refer to the notions given in the theorem.
An Algorithm for the Su x Problem
In this section we present an algorithm computing the transition function of A l . On input p 2 Pre(l) and a 2 A the algorithm outputs l (p; a) in time linear to jpaj?j l (p; a)j. This time complexity yields linear time complexity when simulating the automaton A l on some input x = a 1 : : : a n . Therefore (ii) u C is a pre x (resp. su x) of C (t) for all C 2 C. Proof. We show the statement for the pre x case. A proof for the su x case is obtained by symmetry. The only-if part is clear, as ( C (p)) C2C is reconstructible for each trace p, and C (p) p C (l) is implied by p p l. The proof for the if-part is by induction on jtj. For t = the statement is clear. Let t 0 = at with a 2 A. Let (u 0 C ) C2C be a quasi-reconstructible tuple such that u 0 C is a pre x of C (t 0 ) for all C 2 C. Assume rst alph(u 0 C ) fag I for some C 2 C with a 2 C. Because the tuple is quasi-reconstructible this implies ju 0 C j a = 0 for all C 2 C. From u 0 C p a C (t) for any C 2 C with a 2 C, we deduce that u 0 C is independent of a in M(C). Thus u C is a pre x of C (t) for each C 2 C which by the inductive hypothesis implies that (u 0 C ) C2C represents a pre x p of t. Observe that p is independent of a: if a were dependent of p then, as C is a covering of (A;D), a were dependent of C (p) in M(C) for some C 2 C with a 2 C which is a contradiction. Thus in this case the trace p represented by the tuple (u 0 C ) C2C is also a pre x of t. Assume now alph(u 0 C ) fag 6 I for all C 2 C with a 2 C. This implies that a is a pre x of u 0 C for all C 2 C with a 2 C. For C 2 C de ne u C such that u 0 C = au C if a 2 C and u C = u 0 C otherwise. Clearly, the tuple (u C ) C2C is also quasi-reconstructible and u C is a pre x of C (t) for each C 2 C. By the inductive hypothesis, (u C ) C2C represents a pre x p of t. Notice now that (u 0 C ) C2C represents the pre x p 0 = ap of t 0 .
As a direct consequence one obtains a useful tool to prove a pre x (resp. su x) relation between two traces.
Corollary 4.2 Let C be a covering of (A;D), p; t 2 M(A;D). Then p is a pre x (su x) of t if and only if C (p) is a pre x (resp. su x) of C (t) for all C 2 C.
In the following C denotes a clique-covering of (A;D) (we consider rst a trivial one which can be computed in time O(jDj)). A state p 2 Pre(l) is represented by its tuple-representative ( C (p)) C2C (to be more precise, a pre x of the word C (l) is represented by its length). To obtain this representation we need to obtain ( C (l)) C2C in a rst phase. Also the failure functions C (l) for C 2 C have to be calculated. These initializations can be done in time linear to P C2C j C (l)j jAj jlj (we assume here and in the following that the clique-covering has been chosen reasonably, i.e., each letter appears in at most jAj cliques). The structure (p C ) C2C with p C 2 Pre( C (l)) will be denoted C-tuple. While computing l the C-tuple p may not be reconstructible, but this will hold before and after any call to l . So we will in most cases identify a C-tuple with the represented pre x. We give the algorithm here (remember that ' C (l) can be computed using C (l) To maintain I within the given bound, we represent sets over a given universe by a structured data type which allows to perform the question whether a given element is in the set, the operations of inclusion and exclusion of some element from the universe in constant time. Further it should be possible to access some (say the rst) element in a nonempty set in constant time. These requirements can be ful lled by using a doubly linked list of the elements which are in the set together with an array which assigns to each element of the universe a pointer to its representation in the list (elements not in the set obtain the special value nil). Attached to a C-tuple p = (p C ) C2C keep for each C 2 C and each a 2 C counters recording the value jp C j a , for each a 2 A the integer value m a , the set S a fC 2 C j a 2 Cg, and for each C 2 C a set R C C. These structures are designated to obey (for a 2 A and C 2 C) the invariants m a = minfjp C j a j C 2 C; a 2 Cg; S a = fC 2 C j a 2 C; jp C j a = m a g; R C = fa 2 C j jp C j a > m a g; I = fC 2 C j jp C j a < m a g:
Thus, outside the computation of l we have jpj a = m a = jp C j a for a 2 C, S a = fC 2 C j a 2 Cg for a 2 A, R C = ; for C 2 C, and I := ; as then, the C-tuple p is reconstructible. While computing l basically two operations a ect these structures: the application of some failure function, and the concatenation of a to some p C with a 2 C. We show how the given structures can be updated after each operation such that the invariants still hold and the time needed for all updates while computing l (p; a) is linear in P C2C j C (pa)j ?j C ( l (p; a))j. First examine the application of some failure function C (l) to p C 6 = . We will call this operation \shorten p C ". Notice that an execution of \shorten p C " preserves the invariants in (2). For time-complexity observe that it su ces to count the number of changes to some R C 0 plus the length of q (the time needed is linear in this value). During an execution there may be up to jalph(q)j jCj inclusions to some R C 0, however, there are at most jalph(q)j jqj exclusions (namely from R C ). As in the (intended) computation of l for any C 0 2 C the value of R C 0 equals ; before and after the computation, the total number of exclusions equals the total number of inclusions such that it su ces to count the exclusions. This yields that the total time needed for all executions of the above routine during the computation of p 0 = l (p; a) is bounded linearly by P C2C j C (pa)j ? j C (p 0 )j (jpaj ? jp 0 j).
We give a more detailed formulation of the algorithm for the computation of l : function l (p : C{tuple, a : letter) : C{tuple ( p 2 Pre(l) ) ( m a = jpj a and S a = fC 2 C j a 2 Cg for a 2 A ) ( R C = ; for C 2 C and I := ; ) for each C 2 C with a 2 C do while p C 6 = and p C a = 2 Pre( C (l)) do shorten p C if p C a 2 Pre( C (l)) then p C := p C a endfor if p C = for some C 2 S a then ( it holds m a = 0 ) for each C 2 S a do p C := else m a := m a + 1 while I 6 = ; do shorten p C for some C 2 I return p.
To examine the correctness of the modi cations, rst assume that the if-statement in the rst for-loop would not be present. Then the for-loop would preserve the invariants in (2) . When the if-statement is present the invariants may be violated. However we are able to reestablish them after the for-loop. There are two cases: First assume that for some C 2 C with a 2 C, a was not appended to p C . Then we know p C = and we are, by Proposition 4.1, able to deduce that after a correct computation of l (p; a), p C = for any C with a 2 C . Notice that C 2 S a implies p C = or p C = a. Only the C 2 S a with p C = a violate the invariants. By setting p C = for those C we are able to reestablish (2) . In the second case a had been appended to each p C with C 2 fC 2 C j a 2 Cg which implies p C 6 = for those C. In this case it su ces to add one to m a to reestablish (2) .
The total time needed for the processing of both if-statements is bounded linearly by jfC 2 C j a 2 Cgj = P C2C j C (a)j jAj. We obtain altogether that the time needed for the computation of p 0 = l (p; a) is bounded linearly by P C2C j C (paa)j ? j C (p 0 )j jAj (jpaj ? jp 0 j + 1).
Given the computation of l it is easy to deduce an algorithm for the su x problem. One just has to simulate the automaton A l , where l is determined by the rst input word v, on the second word x: In a rst phase the structures depending from v and (A;D) have to be computed (see above). Let x = a 1 : : : a n with a i 2 A for 1 i n. Set whether l is a su x of a trace represented by some pre x of x).
It is sometimes even better to compute a covering of (A;D) by maximal cliques, i.e., cliques which don't remain cliques when including some other letter, which can be done by an e cient greedy algorithm. In this case, af- In a free monoid an automaton for the su x-language can easily be transformed to an automaton for the factor-language (just stay in the nal state, when it is reached once). However, in a free partially commutative monoid this is not so easy. 
Recognizing M(A;D) l M(A;D)
The concatenation of recognizable trace languages is constructively recognizable by Theorem 5.1 (the construction was given in the proof of 7, Proposition 2. 
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To decide whether a trace t is accepted by N l , i.e., whether l is a factor of t, it su ces to examine if there is a B 2 B(l; Let l = adce, t = acebcec n?1 , and t 0 = acebec n for some n 2. Then B(l; t) = f;; fcg; fb; c; egg, and B(l; t 0 ) = f;; fb; c; egg thus in both sets B = fb; c; eg is maximal (notice also z B (l; t) = z B (l; t 0 ) for B A which is due to the fact that z C (l; t) = z C (l; t 0 ) for all trivial cliques C of (A;D)). But B(l; ta) = f;; fcgg, and fcg = 2 B(l; t 0 a) = f;g.
Extensible Trace Pairs
Extensible pairs were introduced in 13] to investigate the factor problem. They allow us to study the automaton N l and the algorithm for the factor problem in a less technical way.
De nition 6. (A;D) ). Therefore, using the assumption (3), C (s 1 The only thing one could say in this case is that C (p 1 ) = C (l) is a su x of C (r), and that C (p 2 ) is a pre x of C (l) and a su x of C (t). However, this allows not to deduce that C (p 2 ) is a su x of C (l). We exploit this error in the following counterexample which can be generalized easily to any trace monoid which is not a free commutative monoid (and also to cases where p 1 and p 2 are incomparable via p ). Example 3 Let M(A;D) be the free monoid fa; bg . Let l = ab, t = aba.
The extensible pairs of (l; t) are (ab; a), (a; ), and ( ; ). Let now (p 1 ; s 1 ) = (ab; a), and (p 2 ; s 2 ) = (a; ). Observe that there is no extensible pair (p; s) of (l; t) such that p 1 and p 2 is a su x of p.
A pair (p; B) 2 Pre(l) P(A) is called extensible trace-alphabet-pair of (l; t) if (p; s) is an extensible pair of (l; t) for some s s t with B = alph(s). It is easy to see how Theorem 6.2 is transfered to extensible trace-alphabetpairs to show that they form a sublattice of the direct product of (Pre(l); p ) and (P(A); ). Lemma 6.3 gives the relationship between extensible tracealphabet-pairs of (l; t) and the states reachable in the automaton N l by t: The elements of S l (t) are those extensible trace-alphabet-pairs (p; B) of (l; t) whose rst component p is maximal with respect to the extensible tracealphabet-pairs having the same second component B.
Lemma 6.3 Let l; t 2 M(A;D). It holds (i) and (ii).
(i) The pair (p; B) is an extensible trace-alphabet-pair of (l; t) if, and only if, (p; B) 2 S l , and p o q for a trace q such that (q; B) 2 S l (t) (ii) (q; B) 2 S l (t) if, and only if, (q; B) is an extensible trace-alphabet-pair of (l; t), and, for any p such that (p; B) is an extensible trace-alphabetpair of (l; t), p o q.
Proof. Let (p; s) be an extensible pair of (l; t), and B = alph(s). It is clear that (p; B) 2 S l and p s r for a trace r such that t = rs. Let q = t(Pre(l) \ Suf(r)), thus p o q, and further (q; B) 2 S l . This allows N l the transitions ( ; ;) r ?! N l (q; ;) s ?! N l (q; B), thus (q; B) 2 S l (t) which proves the only-if-part of (i). Let now (q; B) 2 S l (t). By Lemma 5.3 there are traces r; s such that t = rs, q s r, and alph(s) = B. Thus qs is a su x of t. Clearly, p o q implies that ps is a su x of t and p is a pre x of l. This proves the if-part of the rst statement.
The second statement is corollary of the rst one. Let rst (q; B) 2 S l (t).
By the if-part of (i) (q; B) is an extensible trace-alphabet-pair of (l; t). By the only-if-part of (i), for any p such that (p; B) is an extensible trace-alphabetpair of (l; t) there is a q 0 such that p o q 0 and (q 0 ; B) 2 S l (t). However by Lemma 5.5 all those q 0 are equal to q. Let now (q; B) be an extensible tracealphabet-pair of (l; t) such that for any p such that (p; B) is an extensible trace-alphabet-pair of (l; t), p o q. By the only-if-part of (i) there is a q 0 such that (q 0 ; B) 2 S l (t) and q o q 0 . However by the if-part of (i), (q 0 ; B)
is an extensible trace-alphabet-pair of (l; t) which by the assumption implies q 0 o q, thus q = q 0 .
This observation yields Theorem 6.4. It is obtained immediately from the following Lemma 6.5 which implies that B(l; t) is a lattice. Because B(l; t) P(A) it is clear that the lattice is distributive. Theorem 6. Lemma 6.7 implies that the set S l (t) is fully determined by the elements in S l (t). From Lemma 2 in 2], chapter III, x 3 one deduces that a sublattice of P(A) has at most jAj ? 1 meet-irreducible elements. Therefore there are at most jAj elements in M(l; t) and thus in S l (t). Clearly, the elements in S l (ta) can be computed (ine ciently) from the elements in S l (t), (A;D), a 2 A, and l by reconstructing all elements in S l (t) computing S l (ta) and nally determining the meet-irreducible elements in S l (ta). If one does not keep all elements in S l (t) simultaneously in the memory, and computes them only when needed, (and similar for the elements in S l (ta)) this computation can be performed using only O(jAj k jvj) space for some k 1. Clearly, time complexity is not improved by this approach.
It is an open question whether S l (ta) can be computed e ciently from S l (t), (A;D), a 2 A, and l 2 M(A;D). A positive answer immediately yields an O(jAj k jvj k 0 jwj)-time algorithm for the factor problem for some k; k 0 . To obtain an O(jAj k jvwj)-time algorithm for the factor problem, the computation should only use amortized constant time in the length of l (i.e., time O(jAj k )).
Conclusion
We have shown that the pattern matching problem in trace monoids is solvable in linear time using an approach where a nite automaton which is determined by the searched pattern is simulated on the trace where the pattern is searched in. This approach has the advantage that the search-space, i.e. the trace where the pattern is searched in, can be read as a stream of symbols, and has not to be stored in memory. One step of this nite automaton can be simulated in amortized constant time, where space linear in the size of the pattern is needed to represent the actual state. However, this is only true when considering a xed trace monoid. If the dependence alphabet (A;D) is a part of the input, the time and the space complexity of the presented algorithm is exponential in the size of the dependence alphabet (A;D). This complexity is clearly not desirable when considering parallel systems with many di erent actions. As we discussed, a polynomial space complexity of the algorithm can be achieved; each state of the automaton can be represented by a structure of size polynomial in the size of the dependence alphabet and the pattern. It is not clear how this observation can be used to obtain an e cient simulation of the automaton. However, we conjecture that this is possible. An even better result, which one could expect, would be an e cient simulation of the automaton using amortized time depending only on the size of the alphabet and not on the size of the pattern. Clearly, it is an open question whether this is possible.
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